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The Cassini Saturn mission has gotten funding for an extended
mission through 2017. The Cassini mission was the highestrated mission of the seven being considered for extendedmission funding.
After a four year journey, Cassini arrived at Saturn on 1 July
2004, passing through the gap between the F and G rings. On
25 December 2004, the Huygens lander separated from Cassini,
and touched down on Saturn’s large moon Titan on 14 January
2005.
Cassini has returned thousands of awe-inspiring images, and the
scientific data returned from the mission would fill volumes. All
good things must come to an end—the same applies to Cassini.
The current end-of-mission plan is to put Cassini in an orbit that
will take it between Saturn’s cloud tops, and the innermost D
ring; The images returned from this position should be
spectacular! Eventually, Cassini will fly low enough that it will
burn up in Saturn’s atmosphere. What a bittersweet day that will
be…

Credit NASA/JPL—Caltech

Read Emily Lakdawalla’s blog post about Cassini’s extened
mission at the Planetary Society website: http://
www.planetary.org/blogs/emily-lakdawalla/2014/cassinisawesomeness-fully.html
I would really like to see a similar orbiter missions sent to both
Uranus and Neptune; some of the new ion-propulsion
technologies being developed may be ideal for such missions.
Bob Trembley
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Credit NASA/JPL—Caltech / Cassini

Of coffee, donuts, and things of import
This morning I was tucking into weak, luke-warm
coffee and a yester-day's doughnut at the Lowell
Meijer's. It costs a buck in early morning. In any real
shopping district this is where the low rent people
would go, if this establishment were not stuck 'way out
on the west side of town surrounded by a lake of
tarmac. Let's hear it for the Mid-western landscape!
Feeling and looking like a derelict, none the less I was
transfixed:

Credit: Constance L. Martin-Trembley

Constance and I vacationed in Orlando Florida for our
30th anniversary in early August; we visited Universal
Studios and Harry Potter world, and spent a day at the
NASA’s Kennedy Space Center. We took the tour bus,
and the first stop was at the Apollo Saturn V visitor
center—which we had visited over 14 years earlier. I
had the same reaction to the sight of the Apollo F-1
engines that I had the first time I saw them. I wept.
We also saw the Space Shuttle Atlantis—which was
simply awe-inspiring, and rode in the Shuttle Launch
Experience—which was cool, but needed about three
times (or more) gee-forces.
I got to chat with a fellow volunteer NASA/JPL Solar
System Ambassador Jennifer Hudgins at the KSC
Education Complex –which was awesome, and Connie
signed up for their educational mailings, and was
encouraged to take the training at the Glenn Research
Center to handle meteorite and moon rock samples for
her classroom. Connie also walked away with about 10
pounds of cool swag educational materials.
Bob Trembley

For the first time since 19th of June I gave full
attention to the hand-out from Cynthia Maher, which
was pursuant to her lecture at said Macomb College
meeting. This multi-page work of art, drawn from
absolutely everyplace, is a reference work in miniature
on geo-science, atmospheric physics, and climate. What
Comrade Maher put into her comments and take away
folio calls for congratulation. There is absolutely no
blowing through it, even without following up her
numerous embedded sources.
The Society should see more of her. The Society should
also see more of me. As the board members know, I
must be heard!
We need a reprise of her lecture of June with me as
principal discussant, although not exclusively. There are
fascinating points to raise and implications found.
Naturally there are anticipated questions from the
collective assembly. Things might well get out of hand,
but that is President Jonathan's brief. He should be
more like "Mister Sam" Rayburn, who, at the 1948
Democratic National Convention, was the only man
ever to out-shout "Bull" Connor, delegate from
Alabama. As chairman he had the advantage of the
microphone and a gavel.
I digress. Our programme chairman should show
revolutionary consciousness and serve a subpoena on
Scholar Maher to get her back. Scott Fitzgerald was
wrong: there are "second acts" in America (fool). The
Society needs the stimulation. Bailey and Bertin can
only take us so far down the path to enlightenment.
Our lives are much too dull.
G. M. Ross, 23rd August

Fantasy Telescope (or Ion Cannon) at Harry Potter World
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On The Subject Of Gary Ross
It is important for the membership to understand Gary Ross. I have learned that this great man of
the century (the 19th) is easily perturbed by what he values as the proper way to approach the
world. Although he can be demeaning, accusatory, impatient, aggravating and condescending to
those he feels step beyond the bounds of what is proper, the man has a good heart.
Rules:
1). Prepare to stop speaking with him as soon as his eyes start to drift. He is no longer paying
attention to you.
2). Avoid engaging him in discussions of solar cycles. Inactivity on the sun generally annoys him.
3). Do not discuss with him the problems associated with the Grand Rapids astronomy group.
4). Keep all emails to him, short and to the point. Protracted emails will be either ignored or
responded to curtly.
5). Do not discuss sports with him, ever! He neither follows them, cares about them or knows
anything about them, at all!
6). Do not discuss new technologies with him, certainly nothing created after 1920.
7). Do not attempt to reach him by cell phone. The likelihood is that you do not have his cell phone
number anyway, he doesn't have it turned on, he certainly doesn't have a voicemail, and although
he is smart, his phone is unlikely to be.
8). Always put what he wants to do on the very top of your list or be prepared to be scorned and
most probably insulted.
9). In addition, avoid the subjects of religion, politics, your own personal issues, keeping in mind that
he expects your value system to be exactly like his.
10. If you want to impress him and get him to admire you, sing the lyrics to any ten Broadway show
tunes.
I will say that Gary Ross is the most genuine of individuals. Yes, he is quirky but very endearing.
Ken Bertin 5 Sept.

NASA/JPL-Caltech/Space Science Institute
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Date Time Event
02
06:11 FIRST QUARTER MOON
05
15:00 Venus at Perihelion
07
22:29 Moon at Perigee: 358.388 km
08
20:38 FULL MOON
11
02:32 Moon at Descending Node
11
17:00 Mercury at Aphelion
14
20:01 Aldebaran 1.4°S of Moon
15
21:05 LAST QUARTER MOON
20
05:39 Jupiter 5.4°N of Moon
20
08:56 Mercury 0.5°S of Spica
20
09:22 Moon at Apogee: 405846 km
21
13:52 Regulus 4.7°N of Moon
21
17:00 Mercury at Greatest Elong: 26.4°E—
Mercury’s best sunset apparition for 2014 for southern
hemisphere observers.
22
21:30 Autumnal Equinox
24
01:14 NEW MOON
25
12:41 Moon at Ascending Node
25
19:48 Spica 2.6°S of Moon
26
04:32 Mercury 4.2°S of Moon
27
23:46 Saturn 0.8°S of Moon: Occn.
28
01:26 Mars 3.0°N of Antares
29
12:01 Mars 5.6°S of Moon

Coronal Mass Ejection, 24 August 2014
Image Credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech / STEREO Behind

Tune in to Captains Marty Kunz & Diane Hall for
live radio every Wednesday night at 9:00pm ET.

http://astronomy.fm/space-pirates/
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The Farmer’s Almanac calls September’s moon
the: "Harvest Moon" or the "Full Corn Moon."

President’s Field of View
September is upon us. Summer is practically, though
not astronomically, over. Nights are getting longer,
we're getting closer to Messier Marathon season, and
the prime time for the big star parties is just beginning.
Two Michigan star parties this month in particular
should interest just about everybody in the W.A.S.
Our biggest public outreach event of the year is
September 26 and 27. Kensington Metropark's
Astronomy at the Beach, in its eighteenth year, is the
most important event in our calendar. We get
thousands of visitors each night - some years it reaches
more people than all of our other yearly events
combined! It's a fun night for astronomers and for the
public. We get to talk about what we love and they get
to see things and learn things they might not anywhere
else, all in a location that's gorgeous before and after
nightfall.
There are three pillars to the event:
The first, observing on the field, is self-explanatory
enough. We get 50-100 telescopes (and their
astronomers) out, give the kids checklists of objects to
look at to get an astronomical prize, and let the fun
commence. Laser sky tours help people get acquainted
with the naked-eye sky. And it really is a great sky for
metro Detroit - we regularly see the Milky Way there.
The second pillar is the presentation track. We
have the "Andromeda drama" for the kids, physics
demos and a 3D tour of the galaxy, and talks about
light pollution and our place in the universe. Our
featured speaker, Shannon Schmoll of Abrams
Planetarium, will be presenting a lecture on how earth
measures up to the rest of the cosmos.
The third pillar is the pavilion, featuring tables from
the various educational institutions, astronomy clubs,
and vendors that constitute the astronomical
community here in southwest Michigan. The W.A.S.
will have a couple tables, showing off member
astrophotography, giving away old issues of astronomy
magazines, selling planispheres, and most importantly
checking kids' sky tour checklists and awarding them
prizes.
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We're set for speakers, but really need your help
running the tables and showing visitors the night sky
with your telescope. Even if you don't have a telescope
yet, you can help others by keeping an eye on theirs so
they can take bio breaks throughout the evening.
Basically, if you can give us a few hours either or both
evenings, we'll find something useful for you to do.
Even if you can't volunteer, try to attend - it's really a
terrific celebration of our passion.
You can keep up to date on the event on the Great
Lakes Association of Astronomy Clubs
website: http://www.glaac.org/kensington-astronomyat-the-beach/
The previous weekend, September 18-21, marks the
Great Lakes Star Gaze, right near the middle of the
Lower Peninsula in Gladwin. GLSG is Michigan's
largest amateur star party, drawing people from all over
the state and beyond. The skies are great; they estimate
a limiting magnitude of 6.5, and the light domes of the
small cities nearby aren't very obtrusive.
The company is even better - it's a great opportunity to
connect with people from clubs all around the state,
get ideas for observing projects, and generally see how
lots of other amateurs spend their time. Even if you
don't bring a telescope yourself, you're guaranteed
great observing on the clear nights.
GLSG hosts over a hundred amateurs most years,
along with a big swap area, some sponsor tables
(including our own Bill Beers's Sirius Astro Products),
a rocket launch led by Norb Vance of EMU, and great
presentations from notable speakers. This year, their
featured speaker is comet hunter and author David
Levy.
Please note that the Gaze requires registration fees. For
information or to register, check their site: http://
www.greatlakesstargaze.com/register.php
Whichever events you make it to in coming weeks, I
wish you clear skies at the equinox and beyond.
Jonathan Kade

18th Annual Kensington Astronomy at the Beach
Friday & Saturday, September 26-27,
2014 6:00PM-12:00AM
(rain or shine)
Maple Beach in Kensington

Our
Perspective

Cosmic

To some people, a long car or
plane ride defines “far”.
Shannon Schmoll, director of
the Abrams Planetarium at
Michigan State University
brings us a new perspective
on the vast distances we find
in the cosmos, how tiny Earth
is in comparison--and why that
makes us amazing.

hunt for prizes
Get astronomy
questions answered  Free planetarium
by local amateur club
shows
members, and find
the club nearest you  Attend fun &
informative talks &
 View objects through
demonstrations
volunteer telescopes
 Check out astronomy
and binoculars
equipment and
 Children’s scavenger
meteorites for sale


Lecture at 9PM. For more
information, visit GLAAC at
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Twitter Event Tag #kaatb2014

At every meeting of the Warren Astronomical Society, members or guest lecturers give astronomy
presentations. Here is a list of scheduled presentations for the next few months:

Sept. 8 - Cranbrook

Jim Shedlowsky

From Peenemunde to the Moon (the Space Race
- 1945 - 1969)

In 1945 World War II ended after spawning two new revolutionary
weapons which provided the impetus for a herculean, decades-long
competition between the USA and the Soviet Union in the subsequent
Cold War. These weapons, the Atomic Bomb and the Long Range
Ballistic Missile, when combined become the ultimate strategic weapons
system. This would require extraordinary advances in technologies which
were also essential to spaceflight. Two individuals, one American and one
Russian, both masters of this new "Rocket Science", and both proponents
of space travel, played key roles in turning this "Missile Race" into what
became commonly known as the "Space Race".
This presentation will discuss this period of time and how Sergie Korolev's
R7 rocket enabled Sputnik and Yuri Gagarin's Vostok I. This in turn
provoked John F Kennedy's "Moon Challenge", which supported Wernher
von Braun's development of the mighty Saturn V rocket, which placed
Apollo 11 on the surface of the moon in 1969.
Jim Shedlowsky, former WAS treasurer and rockabilly legend, worked for
36 years at General Motors as a Vehicle Development Engineer/Manager,
specializing in Acoustics, Noise and Vibration,retiring in 1999. He
graduated from the University of Michigan in 1960 with a degree in
Engineering Physics and spent 2 years as an officer in the US Army in Germany. In his spare time he wrote and
recorded music for Epic and Roullette Records, as one of the"Skee Brothers". Jim's astronomical interests include
observation and outreach, he owns several telescopes, but in recent years his passion for astronomical history and
technology has become a major factor. He is a member of the McMath - Hulbert Astronomical Society, and has
visited a number of major observatories. He thoroughly enjoys the WAS Discussion Group.
He and his wife winter in Mesa, Arizona (a great place for observing ) and he participates in activities of the East
Valley Astronomy Club. He took part in the "All Arizona Messier Marathon" in March of 2009, earning a
certificate for observing 104 Messier Objects in one night.

Sept. 8 - Cranbrook

Jim Shedlowsky

A Manned Expedition To Mars (circa 1957)

Jim Shedlowsky will also be giving a short presentation based on a 10 minute video which is excerpted from a
Walt Disney TV program broadcast in 1957. It describes an Expedition to Mars ( from the "pre Sputnik" era), as
designed and proposed by Werhner von Braun and Ernst Stuhlinger,....and it helped promote the concept of space
travel to the American public.
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Sept. 18 - Macomb

Jeff MacLeod

The GAIA Spacecraft: Mapping the Milky Way

The GAIA spacecraft will map our Milky Way galaxy with unprecedented
precision. From construction & deployment, to goals & possible
discoveries, Jeff will explore just how they achieved this new level of
precision in astrometry. There will also be some background into GAIA’s
predecessor Hipparcos, map making, astrometry & parallax
measurements.
Jeff MacLeod has been a WAS member for just over a year and is the
unofficial cartoonist for the WASP. He has been obsessed with space his
entire life, with a special place for NASA, cosmology and Richard
Feynman. Career plans include planetary geologist and possible lunar
resident, in his free time he is an artist, juggler, and unicycling street
performer.

Date

Location

Speaker

Topic

October 6.......... Cranbrook .......Dr. Edward Cackett..... Recent Results from BICEP2 - Evidence for
Inflation in the Early Universe
October 6.......... Cranbrook .......Jon Blum..................... Telescope Eyepieces
October 16........ Macomb ..........Joe Tocco ................... The New Stargate Observatory (or Stargate
rev 2.0
November 3 ...... Cranbrook ....... ................................... Election of 2015 Officers
November 3 ...... Cranbrook .......Ken Bertin ................... The Telescope, Up Close and Personalized
November 20 .... Macomb ..........Joe Tocco ................... Light Bridge Modifications
December 1 ...... Cranbrook ....... Diane Hall .................. In Search of Vulcan
December 1 ...... Cranbrook .......Gary Ross ................... In Search of… Omega Centauri II
December 4 ...... ........................Harlan Neuville ........... Annual Banquet
December 18 .... Macomb .......... ................................... Meeting Cancelled for banquet
Some presentations slots are available for the 2nd half of 2014. If YOU would like to give a presentation at a
Warren Astronomical Society meeting, contact: Dale Partin. firstvp@warrenastro.org. Presentations can be 5,
10, 15 or 40 minutes in length. Topics can include things such as: star party and convention reports,
astronomy, cosmology, personal projects, science, technology, historical figures, How-To’s, etc…
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Astronomy presentations and lectures twice
each month at 7:30 PM:


First Monday at Cranbrook Institute of
Science.



Third Thursday at Macomb Community
College - South Campus Building J (Library)

Sept. 8 ...... Cranbrook ..... Jon Blum
Sept. 18 .... Macomb ........ Mike O’Dowd
Oct. 6 ........ Cranbrook
Brian & Debra
Chaffins
Oct. 16 ...... Macomb ........ Bob Berta
Nov. 3 ....... Cranbrook ..... Jim Shedlowsky
Nov. 20 ..... Macomb ........ Angelo DiDonato

Bob and Connie Trembley

If you are unable to bring the snacks on your
scheduled day, or if you need to reschedule,
please
email
the
board
at
board@warrenastro.org as soon as you are
able so that other arrangements can be
made.

Grab some snacks, come on over, and talk
astronomy, space news, and whatnot!
The WAS Discussion Group meetings take place at the
home of Gary and Patty Gathen, from 8 -11 PM, on
the fourth Thursday of the month, from JanuaryOctober. Different dates are scheduled for November
and December due to the holidays. The Gathens live at
21 Elm Park Blvd. in Pleasant Ridge—three blocks
south of l-696, about half a block west of Woodward
Ave.

Jon Blum
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The agenda is generally centered around discussions of
science and astronomy topics. Soft drinks are provided,
snacks are contributed by attendees. Anywhere from 4
to 16 members and guests typically attend. Gary can be
reached at (248) 543-5400, and gary@gathen.net.

2014 ASTROBLAST
Star Party
September 23-28, 2014
Oil Region Astronomical Observatory

September 18-21, 2014
Gladwin, Michigan
This is a three-day star party where
astronomy club members from all over the
state set up our telescopes in a large field and
enjoy dark sky observing at night, plus
daytime talks and socializing.
Details: http://www.greatlakesstargaze.com/
For any questions, email:
board@warrenastro.org or jon@jonrosie.com
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Lockwood Group Campground at Venango
County's Two Mile Run Park, near Franklin,
Pennsylvania
Astroblast is a regional gathering of amateur
astronomers and those interested from the
general public. Lectures, information and
educational sessions, and dark-sky observing
are all a part of our annual Star Party. The
event is open to registered participants only.
On-site registration will be available during the
event. Newcomers are welcome to attend.
Details: http://www.oras.org

Just a short note to let you know that we had a good session at Wolcott Mill Saturday night with Lee
Hartwell and I giving presentations to about 50 people followed by stargazing at the observatory.
Brian Klaus was also there with his equipment and answered many questions at the lecture session
and at the observatory.
Riyad ran the observatory and assisted a large number of people looking at Saturn, the moon, double stars in
Cygnus and other objects through our new telescope. He was excellent. We even saw the ISS go by overhead
around 10:30 PM. A few meteors were observed even though the full moon washed out most of the sky with only
the very brightest stars visible.
Chuck Dezelah covered Bald Mountain. He deserves allot of credit for stepping in and going out there all by
himself.
Upcoming Astronomy Outreach Events:


October 10

Wolcott Mill Rotary Park for middle school and high school girl scouts.



October 17

St Peter Lutheran Church in Warren



November 19

Higgins Elem. School in Chesterfield
Angelo DiDonato

Bald Mountain Outreach—August 9
The DNR told me that at one point they estimated about 240 cars in the lot at the height of activity.
Assuming 2-3 people per car on average, that would mean probably between 500 and 700 people in
attendance during the peak of the event. There was probably a two hour period when I had no fewer
than a dozen people in line to look through the telescope. At times I had as many as 40 waiting in line.
Unfortunately, I only had minimal time to do green laser pointer tours of the constellations, I was
mostly having to tend to the telescope. Various DNR officers came by several times and thanked me and the club
profusely for coming out. They admitted that they had only expected a fraction of the turnout and will dedicate
more resources to the event next year.
I did not run into the guy from the Oakland Astronomy club, but there was a guy from Seven Ponds with an 8"
dob who was set up about 30 yards away from me.
Not many meteors were observed, especially being that it was August 9th and with the full moon shining brightly.
However, people seemed pretty excited to see the moon and Saturn through my 5" SCT.
Chuck Dezelah

Help us with Outreach! With the growing number of requests, we’ve developed a pool of
members who are involved with our Astronomy Outreach outings—we could always use more!
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August Open-house:
The August Open-house was held on Saturday the 23rd, two days before the New Moon.
The skies were clear but hazy and temperatures were comfortable at 70 deg.F. Mosquitoes hovered
and nipped at the observers but a little bug-spray and they were kept at bay. A few club members, some returning
and new visitors, and half a dozen scouts brought the total to 10 adults and 15 kids. Objects viewed through the
Kalinowski refractor included Saturn, Alberio, the Ring Nebula and the Double-Double.
September Open-house:
The September Open-house is scheduled for Saturday the 27th, three days following the New Moon. Sunset is at
7:22 PM and Astronomical Twilight ends at 8:56 PM. A waxing crescent moon sets at 9:16 PM.
Arrive just before sunset (or sooner if you plan to set up a scope.)
A friendly reminder to be courteous if you arrive after dark and dim your headlights upon entry to the park, also
no white light flashlights at all.
If you are setting up a large scope or have a lot of equipment to set up then you are permitted to park on the
observing field preferably with your vehicle lights pointed away from the observatory and other telescopes.
Observatory Update:
Decommissioning of the old mount is schedule within the next two weeks with the installation of the Andy Khula
mount following the next day. Any members that would like to visit or watch are welcome but asked to give the
team the space inside the observatory to work safely without distraction. It is probable that you can step inside to
take a quick photos of the various stages.
Specific dates for this work to follow.
We are still waiting for the missing dew-shield and dust cap that were promised by D&G Optical.

SDO/HMI Quick-Look Continuum: 09/06/2014 15:30:00 UT
Courtesy of NASA/SDO and the AIA, EVE, and HMI science teams
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Monthly Free Astronomy Open House
and Star Party
4th Saturday of every month in 2014!
September 27, October 25,
November 22, December 27

Wolcott Mill Metropark
Camp Rotary entrance


Sky tours.



Look through several different
telescopes.



Get help with your telescope.



We can schedule special
presentations and outings
for scouts, student or
community groups.

(off 29-mile road, just east of Wolcott Rd.)

Contact: outreach@warrenastro.org
Find us on MeetUp.com:
Observatory Rules:

Image Credit: Brian Thieme

1. Closing time depends on weather, etc.
2. May be closed one hour after opening time if no members arrive within the first hour.
3. Contact the 2nd VP for other arrangements, such as late arrival time. Call (586) 634-6240 .
4. An alternate person may be appointed to open.
5. Members may arrive before or stay after the scheduled open house time.
6. Dates are subject to change or cancellation depending on weather or staff availability.
7. Postings to the Yahoo Group and/or email no later than 2 hours before starting time in case of date change or cancellation.
8. It is best to call or email the 2nd VP at least 2 hours before the posted opening with any questions. Later emails may not be receivable.
9. Generally, only strong rain or snow will prevent the open house... the plan is to be there even if it is clouded over. Often, the weather is cloudy, but it
clears up as the evening progresses.
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Comic by XKCD

Comic by Society member: Jeff MacLeod
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Sky Chart provided by:

http://www.amsmeteors.org/members/fireball/report-a-fireball
The American Meteor Society is a non-profit scientific organization established to inform,
encourage, and support the research activities of both amateur and professional astronomers
who are interested in the fascinating field of Meteor Astronomy.
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Evening:

Morning:

Images from Stellarium
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Image credit: SeaWiFS Project, NASA

What are those strange clouds stretching out from these lakes? The clouds are caused by cold air moving over a
warm water and result in bands of lake-effect snow. The rising bands of moistened, warmed air that drop lakeeffect snow alternate with clear bands of falling cold air. During a winter, such bands can create hundreds of
centimeters of snow more than upwind areas only a hundred kilometers away. During this lake-effect snowfall of
2000 December 5, practically all of the state of Michigan, USA got covered. A cold northwesterly wind over Great
Lakes Superior and Michigan created the unusual clouds. The above image was taken with NASA's SeaWiFS
satellite.
Image and description from Astronomy Picture of the Day, 2004 November 30: http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap041130.html
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OBJECT
By Chuck Dezelah
NGC 6910 is an open cluster in the
constellation Cygnus, and is occasionally referred to
by the colloquial name, The Inchworm Cluster. This
curious title is a consequence of the cluster’s
elongated arrangement of bright stars through its
center. The object has three particularly noteworthy
characteristics: it is straightforwardly observable in
nearly any sized aperture, it is simple to locate, and it
is perhaps the object that is most frequently mistaken
for a Messier object. This last distinction is brought
about by its proximity and similarity in both size and
Image Credit: Digitized Sky Survey
brightness to M29, another open cluster near the
heart of the great celestial swan. NGC 6910 is quite
small for an object of its type, with an angular diameter of about 8’. It has an integrated apparent magnitude of
7.4, and a Trumpler classification of 1IIpn, indicating that it is well separated from the field stars, has a moderate
range of stellar magnitudes, is poor in stars, and is associated with nebulosity.
Given the fact that it lies only 0.5° from the readily recognized star Sadr (γ Cygni, mag. 2.2), NGC 6910 is
trivially easy to find. Also, considering its size, class, and magnitude, it makes an undemanding and attractive
target, even for binoculars and small refractors (e.g. 70mm). As mentioned above, the cluster sits quite near to
M29 and is often confused for its more famous cousin. The mix-up is largely a by-product of the use of Sadr as a
guide star; M29 is located about 1.7° to approximately
the south of Sadr, whereas NGC 6910 is much closer
and lies to the north-northeast. The two clusters can be
distinguished not only by their distance from Sadr, but
also from their contrasting shapes. The principle stars
of M29 form a box-like pattern of similar magnitude
stars with two “extra” members occupying positions at
adjacent corners. NGC 6910, on the other hand, is
comprised of stars that trace out an arc, with bright
members at each terminus. The Inchworm Cluster is
best viewed at low magnification, where the cohesive
grouping is well-framed and clearly differentiated from
background stars. Although higher power can expose
some of the dimmer stars in the cluster and help to
better observe details, this may come at the cost of
losing context. It should be noted that the
accompanying nebulosity is likely to be invisible except
under very dark skies.
Image Credit: Cartes du Ciel

This column is a recurring feature written with the intention of introducing a new object each month that is visible from
Stargate Observatory using a moderate-sized telescope typical of beginner and intermediate level amateur astronomers. In
particular, special focus will be given to objects that are not among the common objects with which most observers are
already familiar, but instead articles will mainly give attention to “hidden gems” or underappreciated attributes of the night sky.
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By Dr. Ethan Siegel
provide half of the world's drinking
water. Yet GRACE has seen
California's central valley and the
southern high plains rapidly deplete
their groundwater reserves,
endangering a significant portion of
the nation's food supply.
Meanwhile, the upper Missouri
River Basin—recently home to
severe flooding—continues to see
its water table rise.

When you think about gravitation here on Earth, you
very likely think about how constant it is, at 9.8 m/s2
(32 ft/s2). Only, that's not quite right. Depending on
how thick the Earth's crust is, whether you're slightly
closer to or farther from the Earth's center, or what the
density of the material beneath you is, you'll experience
slight variations in Earth's gravity as large as 0.2%,
something you'd need to account for if you were a
pendulum-clock-maker.
But surprisingly, the amount of water content stored on
land in the Earth actually changes the gravity field of
where you are by a significant, measurable amount.
Over land, water is stored in lakes, rivers, aquifers, soil
moisture, snow and glaciers. Even a change of just a
few centimeters in the water table of an area can be
clearly discerned by our best space-borne mission:
NASA's twin Gravity Recovery and Climate
Experiment (GRACE) satellites.
Since its 2002 launch, GRACE has seen the water-table
-equivalent of the United States (and the rest of the
world) change significantly over that time.
Groundwater supplies are vital for agriculture and
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NASA's GRACE satellites are the
only pieces of equipment currently
capable of making these global,
precision measurements, providing
our best knowledge for mitigating
these terrestrial changes. Thanks to
GRACE, we've been able to
quantify the water loss of the
Colorado River Basin (65 cubic
kilometers), add months to the lead-time water
managers have for flood prediction, and better predict
the impacts of droughts worldwide. As NASA scientist
Matthew Rodell says, "[W]ithout GRACE we would
have no routine, global measurements of changes in
groundwater availability. Other satellites can’t do it, and
ground-based monitoring is inadequate." Even though
the GRACE satellites are nearing the end of their lives,
the GRACE Follow-On satellites will be launched in
2017, providing us with this valuable data far into the
future. Although the climate is surely changing, it's
water availability, not sea level rise, that's the largest
near-term danger, and the most important aspect we
can work to understand!
Learn more about NASA’s GRACE mission here:
http://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/Grace/
Kids can learn al about launching objects into Earth’s
orbit by shooting a (digital) cannonball on NASA’s
Space Place website. Check it out at: http://
spaceplace.nasa.gov/how-orbits-work/
Image credit: NASA Earth Observatory image by Jesse Allen, using GRACE data
provide courtesy of Jay Famigleitti, University of California Irvine and Matthew
Rodell, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center. Caption by Holli Riebeek.

September 1971
In case you have a hard time identifying the cover
image, it’s M51- Canes Venatici (according to the
table of contents). The editor of the WASP gives a
shout out to Pete Kwentus and Paul Strong in
“Salute of the Month”, in Paul’s case, for securing a
meeting location at Macomb College, a move from
Warren’s Lincoln High. Ken Wilson points out a
need to provide a raised floor in the observatory in
“Winter Is Coming”. This month’s “Constellation
of the Month” by Mary F. Riley is Virgo. A
contribution by Chris Edsall, “Private Keep-Out”
covers two topics, a visit to the Lindheimer
Astronomical Research Center observatory and
recollections from presentations at the ‘71
Astronomical League - ALPO Convention at
Southwestern University in Memphis, Tennessee.
In “The Observer's” Library by Kenneth Wilson,
we find the budding idea of establishing the WAS
library. Following Ken’s article, Norman Sperling
covers the various publications available in “Astronomy Magazines”. There is a fair bit more going
on in this issue- you should take a look.
September/October 1981
In “The Urban Observer's Corner”, Jonathan G.
Baditoi discusses nebular filters. The article, “Mount
Washington Obser vator y Reactivated Astronomical Community Revitalized” was
apparently written with tongue planted firmly in
cheek. Jonathan Baditoi gets us back on the ground
with his “Perseid Report.”
Dale Thieme
Chief Scanner

M51
The Whirlpool Galaxy
Credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech /
Hubble Space Telescope.
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By Carl Randall
Okay, so you might be interested in Astronomy &
even purchasing a telescope. Maybe you've seen a great
view of our Moon & it's wondrous craters, or you've
seen a view of the rings of Saturn or Jupiter's Galillean
Moons. Haven't we all looked up into the night skies
& looked for shooting stars? Or wondered what those
fascinating twinkling objects are?
Here's my advice & tips just for you:
1. If you've considered purchasing a telescope be
aware that there are many different types & sizes of
telescopes in prices ranging from a mere $30, to
literally thousands of dollars. Telescopes come in a
wide variety of makes & models, such as: Refractors,
Reflectors, Maksutov & Schmidt-Cassegrain, & the
kings of aperture (diameter), Dobsonians.

eyes or through any telescope that don't have the
proper solar filters! Your eyes can be permanently
damaged & your equipment could be completely
destroyed without the proper equipment &
precautions!
2. Join a local Astronomy group in your local area.
There will be many amateur & professional
astronomers there with their equipment set up for a
wide variety of hands-on viewing, along with
informational advice & conversations. In our local
area, I highly suggest the Warren Astronomical
Society.
I'm a member of this
group & they are very
sociable & very willing to
take the time to help you
with your astronomy
questions & concerns;
This astronomy group
has three meetings each
month.
The 4th Saturday of each month, they hold a free
Open House meeting where all are invited. This is held
at the Wolcott Mill Park near 29 Mile & Romeo Plank
Road in Ray Township, Michigan.

Many telescopes will give you great views of the Moon
& planets, while others will offer stunning views of
deep sky objects such as galaxies & nebulae. Some a
custom-designed to view only the Sun—Editor.
Most astronomers suggest you never purchase a
telescope from department stores or hobby shops.
Purchase directly from the manufacturer, or other
notable websites that specialize in the selling of
telescopes & astronomy equipment. I've found that
Amazon is a great place as their prices are often
discounted & sold direct from manufacturers such as
Celestron, Orion, Meade, B&H Photo, Optics Planets
and many more.
For those interested in Solar viewing, please remember
to NEVER look at the Sun—either directly with your
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They have Stargate
Observatory there,
complete with their
newly
installed
Kalinowski 8 inch
refractor, plus a 22
inch Dobsonian truss
telescope along with
great
slideshow
presentations.
Link: http://www.warrenastro.org/was/
3. Get yourself familiar with the Constellations in
your night skies as they change by the season.
Familiarize yourself with the main objects in the night
skies such as the planets & bright magnitude stars.
(Continued on page 23)

(Continued from page 22)

You can purchase a Planisphere, (shown below). This
device is adjustable to show the current night sky in
your Northern Hemisphere area.

Purchase a constellations guide or check the Internet,
there are many great websites to get your knowledge
increased; I often use the Wiki.
4. Join an astronomy website.
There are many out there, but the best & most widely
used astronomy websites are Cloudy Nights & the
Astronomy Forum.—I am a member of both.
These websites have a large membership of
astronomers & offer great tips & advice as well as great
conversations & reports. They also have great telescope
& equipment reviews & are sponsored by many
astronomy companies like Celestron, Orion, High
Point Scientific and more. Membership is free & these
forums are a priceless resource.
Cloudy Nights: http://www.cloudynights.com/index.php
Astronomy Forum: http://www.astronomyforum.net/forum.php

I hope this information helps you as you explore
astronomy & make a decision to pursue our great
hobby.
Follow Carl’s Facebook page: Cargeena 2 Astronomy.

Object

Date

Dist
(LD)*

Estimated
Diameter

Relative
Velocity
(km/s)

(2014 RE11)

Sep-02

31.6

77 m - 170 m

20.75

(2012 XL16)

Sep 03

77.0

21 m - 47 m

6.10

(2014 RJ)

Sep 03

7.8

21 m - 47 m

11.22

(2007 RJ1)

Sep 04

58.5

24 m - 54 m

13.73

(2014 QC391)

Sep 04

2.4

8.5 m - 19 m

7.83

(2014 QP33)

Sep 05

37.3

33 m - 75 m

8.40

(2014 QU362)

Sep 05

50.8

37 m - 82 m

6.22

(2003 SU84)

Sep 05

52.9

100 m - 230 m

13.20

(2014 QT295)

Sep 05

6.7

17 m - 38 m

12.24

(2014 PC58)

Sep 05

71.9

130 m - 280 m

13.39

(2014 RC)

Sep 07

0.1

12 m - 26 m

10.95

(2014 PZ58)

Sep 08

46.0

58 m - 130 m

3.85

(2014 FW32)

Sep 08

71.3

11 m - 24 m

4.88

(2014 QP362)

Sep 08

64.1

34 m - 76 m

4.00

(2014 QV295)

Sep 08

25.6

27 m - 61 m

6.08

(2014 RJ11)

Sep 08

3.0

9.1 m - 20 m

7.43

(2013 RZ53)

Sep 09

1.9

1.6 m - 3.6 m

1.56

276049 (2002
CE26)

Sep 09

47.9

3.5 km

26.45

(2014 QQ362)

Sep 09

23.1

40 m - 89 m

15.87

(2014 QO33)

Sep 11

55.3

120 m - 280 m

5.49

(2010 CD55)

Sep 12

72.8

61 m - 140 m

12.30

(2014 QY363)

Sep 12

68.8

130 m - 290 m

11.62

(2014 QZ295)

Sep 14

10.3

25 m - 57 m

8.82

(2014 RF11)

Sep 15

38.7

50 m - 110 m

3.86

(2014 NE63)

Sep 15

38.6

150 m - 340 m

6.94

(2014 QT168)

Sep 15

70.0

74 m - 160 m

3.74

(2014 QW33)

Sep 16

55.1

59 m - 130 m

6.44

(2009 RR)

Sep 16

2.0

21 m - 47 m

12.88

(1987 SF3)

Sep 17

63.4

460 m - 1.0 km

11.49

(2014 QV169)

Sep 18

73.5

49 m - 110 m

5.93

(2014 QQ266)

Sep 19

69.4

210 m - 460 m

29.38

299582 (2006
GQ2)

Sep 19

65.9

670 m - 1.5 km

21.39

(2014 OB112)

Sep 19

66.2

84 m - 190 m

9.74

(2014 QJ33)

Sep 20

15.6

46 m - 100 m

7.97

(2011 UT)

Sep 21

22.0

17 m - 38 m

8.67

(2014 MY26)

Sep 25

50.7

110 m - 250 m

8.24

(2014 QE365)

Sep 26

66.1

190 m - 420 m

17.37

(2009 FG19)

Sep 26

34.6

700 m - 1.6 km

32.56

(2007 DL41)

Sep 27

18.5

200 m - 450 m

13.34

(2013 CW129)

Sep 28

69.2

7.0 m - 16 m

21.91

(2014 NE52)

Sep 30

61.2

670 m - 1.5 km

12.10

(2012 UW136)

Sep 30

77.4

70 m - 160 m

10.18

*LD = Lunar Distance = 384,400 km (238,900 mi)
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MEMBERSHIP
We currently have 126 members (22 of which are
family memberships).
INCOME AND EXPENDITURES (SUMMARY)
We took in $1,221.33 and spent $990.27. We have
$20,003.69 in the bank and $219.63 in cash, totaling
$20,223.32 as of 8/30/2014.
INCOME
$51.88
Donations for snacks
$1000.00 Donation from the Warren Rotary Club
$12.00
Misc merchandise
$32.95
Sky & Telescope subscription
$111.00 New (3) memberships and renewals
$13.50
Astronomical League

COSTS AND REIMBURSEMENTS
$18.56 Snacks
$251.60 Picnic supplies (reimbursement to Jonathan
Kade and Lois Thieme)
$20.00

Ink and mailing costs for WASP (Jun, Jul,
Aug)

$670.00 Mounting sets (2), dovetail plates (2) for 8"
refractor (reimbursement to Joe Tocco) from
Telescope Support Systems
$5.54

Postage for 501c-3 submission

$24.54

Dinner and travel expenses for speaker (J. P.
Sheehan)

$10,882.05 Total donated to date for new telescope and
mount
Dale Thieme, Treasurer
August 30, 2014
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WAS Board Meeting
August 4, 2014

Board members present: Jonathan Kade, Dale Partin,
Joe Tocco, Dale Thieme, Angelo DiDonato, and Chuck
Dezelah. Bob Trembley was not present.
Jonathan brought the board meeting to order at
6:35pm.
Reports:
President: Upon bringing the meeting to order,
Jonathan called the board members’ attention to his
meeting agenda. He called on each Board Member in
turn and asked for their reports.
1st Vice President: Dale Partin announced that we are
more or less set for speakers except for the November
Macomb meeting, for which he will ask attendees if
there are any who are willing to present. He also
mentioned that he would be soliciting talks for 2015.
An announcement will be made during the meeting for
Dr. Sheehan’s upcoming talk. Plans were discussed for
taking Dr. Sheehan to dinner prior to his presentation.
2nd Vice President: Joe reported that the mounting
rings arrived for the Kalinowski Telescope and were
installed before the last open house. The fit was perfect
for the rings and they were installed without any
problem. For the new Astrophysics mount to be
installed, it will be required to hoist the old mount (~80
lbs.) from the original pier. Such a hoist would also be
used to place the new mount into position. Joe, Riyad,
and others will work together to get the required
materials in place.
Treasurer: Dale T. gave an overview of monetary
details of WAS account, which is described in detail in
the current issue of the WASP newsletter as part of the
Treasurer’s report. He mentioned that we presently
have about $20,000 in the account, but that the amount
should dip in the near future as various checks are
cashed.
Secretary: The minutes from last month’s board
meeting and general meetings are in the latest issue of
the WASP. A brief summary of the topics of discussion
is presented there.
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Outreach: Angelo provided a brief overview of both
planned and potential outreach events that are coming
up. In particular, two events both scheduled for August
9th were discussed: The S’mores and Meteors event at
Bald Mountain and the Perseid Night at Stargate/
Wolcott Mill MetroPark. An outreach event on October
17th at St. Peter’s Lutheran Church was announced.
Some details for Astronomy at the Beach planning were
discussed.
Publication: Bob Trembley was not present. It was
announced that there would be a delay in the
publication of the August WASP issues, as some
contributors (including Bob) were having travel and/or
vacation.
Old Business: Regarding the 501(c)(3) charitable
status, the past tax returns were submitted prior to the
deadline, as per the IRS letter for reinstatement. We
should expect some sort of response in the upcoming
weeks.
An initial session of library cleanup showed
progress, but there is still more to be done. Many of the
books that we intend to get rid of are still awaiting
removal. Suggestions were made for possible ways to
productively deal with the books slated for removal.
One suggestion was to organize a book sale table at
next spring’s Astronomy Swap Meet.
There were discussions about the Stargate
Perseid night. Since the gathering is a MetroParks
sponsored event, the park will have staff collecting fees
at the gate. WAS members volunteering to assist can
avoid charges by showing their membership badge.
Unfortunately, the Bald Mountain event was
scheduled for the same night as the Stargate event.
Angelo will be announcing the event and ask for
volunteers. It was uncertain whether the DNR would
be asking for day passes at the event.
No updates on the Eagle Scout project. With
summer winding down, it is uncertain if the project will
proceed as originally planned, or if some other plan will
be made.
The dew shield for the Kalinowski Telescope at
Stargate is still not delivered. Joe will continue to follow
up with D&G optical to get this portion of the order
fulfilled.
(Continued on page 26)
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New Business:
Detailed discussion of planning
for the Astronomy at the Beach event (Kensington
MetroPark) took place. It was decided that a sign-up
sheet would be made and would be circulated at future
meetings to ensure that the WAS table is adequately
manned. There was discussion over which WAS
telescopes (e.g. the big Dob) would be brought. There
will need to be a discussion with Bill Beers about the
possible plans. Saleable items and scavenger hunt
rewards were discussed, e.g. planispheres and Hubble
trading cards.
Initial discussions regarding 2014 WAS awards
were launched. Some potential candidate names were
suggested for each of the major categories. Deliberation
will continue at future board meetings.
Elections for 2015 officers was considered. At
present, it seems likely that all current officers will run
for reelection to their currently held positions.
The board meeting was closed at 7:30pm.

WAS General Meeting
Cranbrook, August 4, 2014

The meeting was started around 7:30pm with 44 people
in attendance.
Officer reports:
President: Jonathan opened the meeting and
introduced himself. The attendees announced their
names and first time visitors were welcomed.
Announcements were made for the Perseid observing
night at Wolcott Mills MetroPark and for the Bald
Mountain S’mores and Meteors event (both August
9th). Jonathan also provided an update on our
submission of paperwork pursuant of IRS 501(c)(3)
status reinstatement, acknowledging the numerous
hours spent by several board members working on the
submission.
1st Vice President: The upcoming speaker schedule
was announced for the next few meetings. In particular,
Dale announced the upcoming presentation by Dr.
Sheehan to discuss CubeSats at our August Macomb
Meeting and two presentations by Jim Shedlowski, both
at the September Cranbrook meeting, discussing
various aspects of the space program.
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2nd Vice President: The upcoming events for Stargate
observatory were announced and reviewed. The most
recent open house was described as successful, as the
clouds had mostly cleared away by about 10:00pm.
Treasurer: The financial situation and membership
totals were reviewed in brief by Dale T. Details can be
found in the latest issue of the WASP. It was
announced that we currently have 123 members and
approximately $20,000 in the account at the time of the
meeting.
Secretary: Chuck announced that the minutes to the
board meeting and general meetings would be available
in the upcoming WASP.
Outreach: Recent and upcoming outreach events were
reviewed in brief. In particular, the Stargate Perseid
event and Bald Mountain event (August 9th) were
announced and described. Also, the first announcement
of this year’s Astronomy at the Beach (Sept 26-27) was
made. An appeal was made for volunteers, both for
manning the WAS table and for bringing or assisting
with telescopes.
Publication: The current issue of the WASP will be
delayed slightly, pending final versions of submitted
materials and board approval.
Special Interest Group reports:
Solar: The latest solar activity was described by Marty
Kunz with assistance from Ken Bertin. In particular,
Marty described a large filament prominence that was
visible during the week preceding the meeting.
Discussion Group: Jonathan announced that the
group meets at Gary Gathen’s house on the fourth
Thursday of each month, starting at 8:00pm.
Hands On: Riyad announced that he would be hosting
observations of double stars and carbon stars at the
next open house and encourages others to join him in
observing these interesting objects.
Astronomical League: Chuck described the
advantages of joining the AL and talked briefly about
his experiences in recently completing the binocular
Messier program.
GLAAC: Diane announced that the Great Lakes
(Continued on page 27)
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report, as described below.

Association of Astronomy Clubs is recruiting
volunteers for Astronomy at the Beach. Volunteers for
this event are as crucial as ever to aid in planning one
of the biggest astronomy events in Michigan. This
year’s special guest speaker will be Shannon Schmoll,
Director of the Abrams Planetarium at MSU.

1st Vice President: The upcoming speaker schedule
was announced and those interested in presenting in
the future were asked to contact Dale Partin for details.

NASFiC/DetCon1: Brian Klaus gave a report of WAS
activities at the North American Science Fiction
Convention (dubbed DetCon1) which took place in
Detroit on July 17-20. Several WAS members were
active on panels or were presenters in the science-track
portion of the conference.
Observing Reports: Gary Ross reported on the
general lousy state of Michigan weather this summer
and how it has made observing more problematic than
is typical for this time of year. Gary also announced the
sale/giveaway of numerous astronomy items by a
former member of the Windsor chapter of the RASC.
Presentation (“In the News”): Ken Bertin provided
his biweekly insightful look at the latest developments
in astronomy, astrophysics, and space exploration.
Presentation (short talk): Jonathan Kade presented a
memorial of John Schroer, who passed away in July.
John was very active in the amateur astronomy
community in southeast Michigan, including being an
important part of GLAAC. He will be missed.
Presentation (long talk): Jon Blum presented on his
recent trip to Chile on a Sky & Telescope guided tour
of the southern skies and of various astronomically
significant sites that were visited as part of the trip.

2nd Vice President: The open house schedule for
Stargate was announced. The latest updates regarding
improvements to the observatory were reviewed.
Treasurer: The financial situation was reviewed in
brief. Details can be found in the latest issue of the
WASP.
Secretary: The minutes from each WAS board meeting
and general meeting will be published in each monthly
issue of the WASP.
Outreach: A report was provided for the recent events
at Bald Mountain Recreation Area and at Stargate for
Perseid observing (both on August 9th). An
announcement was made for the Kensington
Astronomy at the Beach event (September 26-27).
Those wishing to volunteer should contact Angelo
DiDonato. Other upcoming events are listed in the
WASP.
Publication Officer: The latest issue of the WASP is
online. Members interested in writing articles or
submitting content for the WASP newsletter should
discuss ideas with Bob Trembley.
Presentation (“In the News”): Ken Bertin provided
his biweekly insightful look at the latest developments
in astronomy, astrophysics, and space exploration.

Macomb, August 21, 2014

Presentation (long talk): Dr. J.P. Sheehan, a research
fellow and Lecturer at the University of Michigan,
provided a presentation entitled “Propulsion Systems
for CubeSats”. The talk covered emerging technology
and research in the area of designing means of
propulsion for miniature-sized satellites for potential
future use in space exploration and communications.

The meeting was started at around 7:30pm.

The meeting was ended at 9:30pm.

The meeting was ended around 10:00pm.

WAS General Meeting

Officer reports:
President: Jonathan opened the meeting and
introduced himself. The attendees announced their
names and first time visitors were welcomed. Jonathan
announced the key items from each officer’s written
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NOTE: Cranbrook CLOSED Sept. 1-8, 2014 and Sept. 13 2014
Observatory Viewing every Friday & Saturday evening at 7:30pm-10:00pm
Solar Observing every First Sunday of the Month: 12:30pm-3:00pm
Check out the telescope via a real-time webcam!
Acheson Planetarium Shows:
Daily

2:30pm

Robot Explorers

Monday—Saturday

11:30am

Robot Explorers

Friday/Saturday

7:00pm

Robot Explorers

Friday/Saturday

8:00pm

Michigan Sky Tonight

Friday/Saturday

9:00pm

Secret Lives of Stars

Saturday

10:30am

One World, One Sky: Big Bird’s Adventure

Saturday

11:30am

Robot Explorers

Saturday

3:30pm

Michigan Sky Tonight (Ages 6 & Above Only)

Saturday/Sunday

12:30pm

Young Stargazers Sky Journey

Saturday/Sunday

1:30pm

Image Credit: Cranbrook
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Michigan Sky Tonight featuring Back to the Moon

Contact: alcor@warrenastro.org
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GLAAC is an association of amateur astronomy clubs in Southeastern Michigan who have banded together
to provide enjoyable, family-oriented activities that focus on astronomy and space sciences.
GLAAC is: The Astronomy Club at Eastern Michigan University * Ford Amateur Astronomy Club * Oakland Astronomy
Club * Seven Ponds Astronomy Club * Student Astronomical Society - University of Michigan * Sunset Astronomical
Society * University Lowbrow Astronomers - Ann Arbor * Warren Astronomical Society * Huron-Clinton Metroparks

Oakland Astronomy Club: http://oaklandastronomy.net/newsletters/oacnews.html
Ford Amateur Astronomy Club: http://www.fordastronomyclub.com/starstuff/index.html
Sunset Astronomical Society: http://www.sunsetastronomicalsociety.com/SASNewsletters.htm
University Lowbrow Astronomers: http://www.umich.edu/~lowbrows/reflections/

Bob Trembley: Balrog’s Lair
Bill Beers: Sirius Astro Products
Jeff MacLeod: A Life Of Entropy

Club Name & Website

Jon Blum: Astronomy at JonRosie
Carl Randall: Cargeena 2 Astronomy

City

Meeting Times

Astronomy Club at Eastern Michigan
University

Ypsilanti/EMU

Every Thursday at 7:30PM in 402 Sherzer

Capital Area Astronomy Club

MSU/Abrams
Planetarium

First Wednesday of each month 7:30 PM

Ford Amateur Astronomy Club

Dearborn

Fourth Thursday of every month (except
November and December) at 5:30 PM

Oakland Astronomy Club

Rochester

Second Sunday of every month (except May)

Seven Ponds Astronomy Club

Dryden

Monthly: generally the Saturday closest to
new Moon

Sunset Astronomical Society

Bay City/Delta
Second Friday of every month
College Planetarium

University Lowbrow Astronomers

Ann Arbor

Third Friday of every month

Warren Astronomical Society

Bloomfield Hills/
Cranbrook &
Warren/MCC

First Monday & third Thursday of every
month 7:30 PM
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M39
Open cluster in
Cygnus
July 13, 2014
Ralph DeCew
Orion 8" f 3.9
astrograph and
Canon Rebel
25 x 20 second
exposures

Processing this cluster has always caused me problems because it is in a rather dense area of the Milky Way, and
separating it out from the surrounding stellar noise has been difficult. This has been my best result to date and I
think the distinct triangular shape shows pretty well.—Ralph DeCew

WAS members are invited to The Seven Ponds Astronomy Club
monthly meetings. Next meeting: Saturday, January 4, 7:00 PM
More information about upcoming meetings, maps to Seven Ponds
Nature Center, etc. is available at http://bhmich.com/sevenpondsac/.
Please let John Lines know if you might attend so that appropriate
plans can be made: (248) 969-2790, or jelines@yahoo.com

We’d like to see your photos and articles in the W.A.S.P.
Your contribution is ESSENTIAL! — This is YOUR publication!
Send items to: publications@warrenastro.org
Documents can be submitted in Microsoft Word (.doc or .docx), Open Office (.ods), or Text (.txt)
formats, or put into the body of an email. Photos can be embedded in the document or attached to the
email and should be under 2MB in size. Please include a caption for your photos, along with dates

taken, and the way you ’d like your name to appear.
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